DISCOVER YOUR TRUE PROFESSIONAL CALLING

Marwadi University

Placement 2017-18
World-class Infrastructure
Rich Pedigree of Faculty
Holistic Development of Students
Great Placement Opportunities
Inception

Marwadi Education Foundation’s Group of Institutions (MEFGI) was incepted as a major organ of Marwadi Education Foundation in 2008, under the Bombay Public Trust Act 1950. Marwadi University was established under Gujarat Universities Act (Act 9 of 2016) on 9th May, 2016. Marwadi University is promoted by Marwadi Shares and Finance Limited (MSFL) – a major stock broking company in India & Chandarana Intermediaries Brokers Pvt. Ltd. (CIBPL) – a leading firm dealing in technical and arbitrage trading in Indian Stock Markets.

Purpose

Marwadi Education Foundation was incepted with the purpose of enhancing human capabilities. MU strives to contribute knowledge & skill to augment human life and provide immense opportunities to every individual to discover their true potential. The university has a commitment to provide best and industry relevant education to all the students.

Vision

Our vision is to address the challenges faced by our society and planet through education that builds capacity of our students and empowers them through their innovative thinking, practice and character building. This, in turn, would boost their creativity while making them responsible towards the utilization of the limited natural resources to face the challenges of the 21st century.

Mission

• To produce creative, responsible and informed professionals

• To produce individuals who are digital-age literates, inventive thinkers, effective communicators and highly productive

• To deliver cost-effective quality education

• To offer world-class, cross-disciplinary education in strategic sectors of economy through well devised and synchronized delivery structure and system

• To provide a conducive environment that will enable students to experience higher level of learning acquired through constant immersion leading to the development of character, virtues, values & technical skills
DISCOVER MARWADI UNIVERSITY

8,500+ students from 22 states and 14 countries

The university takes pride in their discovery!
WHAT THEY DISCOVERED AT MU

Academic Experts
Expert faculty team comprising of accomplished scientists, researchers, trainers, innovators, and entrepreneurs

Advanced Labs
Laboratories with state-of-the-art equipment, hardware, software and teaching aids

Faculty Development Programs
Structured Faculty Development Programs designed to enhance teaching and learning methodologies

Technology Backbone
Education ecosystem adequately supported by advanced and integrated technology infrastructure

Placements
10,000+ job opportunities created, 1800+ companies visited

Recreation
4 acres sports complex with lake-side track for walking and jogging

Industry Interactions
Seminars, visits, projects and counseling sessions by experts from reputed industries

Student Clubs
Student-led technical, creative, skill based and innovative clubs

Soft Skills Training
Training for language, communication and character building

Holistic Living
2000+ capacity hostel facilities for boys and girls with perfect blend of culture, fitness and entertainment activities

Training & Placement Cell
One of its kind Career Readiness Program designed and delivered by dedicated in-house training experts

Learning Spaces
Engaging, interactive and technology driven learning infrastructure
DISCOVER YOUR TRUE CALLING

The largest dedicated full time Placement Cell ensures all the students get placed in top companies at reputable positions. The team, along with the students makes Marwadi University the first choice of corporates from diverse geographical locations.

When the Placement Cell and students work together, wonders happen!

- **Dushmantkumar Umakanta Das**
  - Package: **16 lacs**
  - Branch: B.E. Automobile
  - Year: 2018

- **Deep Maheshkumar Ranipa**
  - Package: **10 lacs**
  - Branch: B.E. Mechanical
  - Year: 2018

- **Kedar Manojbhai Khetia**
  - Package: **9 lacs**
  - Branch: CE (BE)
  - Year: 2017

---

- **1800+** Companies visited
- **10,000+** Job opportunities created in last 4 years
47 Students placed in Think N Learn on a single day

**Renowned corporates**
like LG Soft, Think N Learn etc. choose only Marwadi University for hiring resources in entire Gujarat

**Top corporate houses**
like Amazon, Cognizant, Kotak Bank, Airtel, Think N Learn, Essar etc. visit regularly

- **Meera Maheshbhai Dalsania**
  - Package: **6 lacs**
  - Branch: BE EC
  - Year: 2016

- **Jhalak Jayeshkumar Vithlani**
  - Package: **3.25 lacs**
  - Branch: CE (BE)
  - Year: 2014

- **Meet Pravinbhai Ramani**
  - Package: **5.29 lacs**
  - Branch: CE (BC)
  - Year: 2015

Placement figures in 2018 so far...

- **450+** companies already visited
- **750+** students already placed
AWARDS & ACCLAMATIONS

Marwadi University is the most awarded university in India with 6 awards in 2018 and counting.

**AWARDS 2018**
- Best Upcoming University of India 2018 by ASSOCAM National Excellence Awards 2018
- Transformational Leader in Engineering Education Award by IUCEE 2018

**AWARDS 2017**
- Innovation in Placements Award by ABP News National Education Awards 2017
- Institute Providing Excellence in Placement by World Leadership Federation 2017
- Pedagogical Innovation Award 2017

**AWARDS 2016**
- Best Engineering College of India (West) Award by ASSOCHAM in 2016

**AWARDS 2015**
- Best MBA College Award 2015 by CMI
THE LARGEST DEDICATED PLACEMENT TEAM

- Network with prominent members
- Placement opportunities to all students
- Make students job-ready even before they get their degree
- Organizing in-plant training, visits, executive training and induction programs
- Strategic Developmental Programs
- Comprehensive Training Programs
- Entrepreneurship, innovation and managerial skilling programs
- Sessions by engaging and inspiring speakers
- Special focus on Communication Skills, Personality Development, Aptitude, Computational Skills, Organizational Citizen Behavior and Domain Specific Knowledge
Marwadi University’s Placement Department has a strong track record of placements in reputed companies from different strata. Marwadi University is rapidly becoming the first choice of top corporate from all industries and from diverse geographical locations.
LG Soft India, a multinational company based at Bangalore. LG Soft India is software development company engaged in application development, systems and middleware development and testing.

Recruit students from CE/IT/EC/EE.

**Selection Process**
Online Test (Coding), Personal Interview
(Technical and HR)

**Package offered**
5.79 lac per annum

▶ 001 Smit Ganatra
▶ 002 Mansi Mehta
▶ 003 Meghana Sinha
▶ 004 Harshit Champaneri
▶ 005 Meet Ramani
▶ 006 Prakruti Kantaria
▶ 007 Nishit Dhruv
▶ 008 Avani Gajaria
▶ 009 Chinmay Vyas
▶ 010 Nitin Maru
Byju’s provides digital learning platform with modern teaching aids. The company raises $50 Million (333 crore) from Mark Zuckerberg’s Foundation (CEO – Facebook).

Recruit students from All Engineering branches.

**Selection Process**
Group Discussion and Personal Interview

**Package offered**
47 selected
6 – 10 lacs per annum
Essar Global Fund Limited is an Indian conglomerate group based in Mumbai, India. The Fund is a global investor, controlling a number of world-class assets diversified across the core sectors of Energy, Metals & Mining, Infrastructure and Services.

**Selection Process**
Written Test, Group Discussion and Personal Interview

**Package offered**
2 lac per annum

- 087 Ajay Gadhvi
- 088 Priyank Morzariya
- 089 Mayur Patel
- 090 Prashant Vindhani
- 091 Abhishek Jivani
- 092 Milan Trivedi
- 093 Kishan Thummer
- 094 Hardik Raja
- 095 Jayesh Kapadiya
Alembic Pharmaceuticals Ltd is an Indian multinational pharmaceutical company headquartered in Vadodara.

Selection Process:
- Written Test
- Technical Interview
- HR Interview

Package offered: 2.05 lac per annum.

Meet Bagdai
- Meet Bagdai
- Karan Solanki
- Dixit Patel
- Jay Thakkar
- Himanshu Hrapara

Jay Kansara
- Jay Kansara
- Vishwam Kabra
- Jaykishan Manani
- Kedar Desai
- Siddharth Chaturbhai Kaswala

Engineering
International Business Machines Corporation is an American multinational technology company headquartered in Armonk, New York, United States, with operations in over 170 countries.

IBM manufactures and markets computer hardware, middleware and software, and offers hosting and consulting services in areas ranging from mainframe computers to nano-technology.

Selection Process
Online test, Technical Interview and HR

Package offered
3.15 lac per annum.

- Bhakti Shah
- Bansi Dhaduk
- Upasana Joshi
- Divya Togadiya
- Jagrutiba Jadeja
- Shikha Shah
- Dipali Nathvani
- Jhalak Vithalani
- Komal Trivedi
- Jinal Doshi
- Prachi Waghmare
Streebo – 3.4 Lacs
130  Arti Tanna
131  Naman Khandelwal
132  Mishri Patel
133  Dharmik Beladiya
134  Neel Gosrani
135  Jaydip Vora

Intuz – 3.6 Lacs
136  Mayurbhai Sheliya

HFFC – 3.55 Lacs
137  Vikas Mohinani

Niall Services – 4 Lacs
138  Mayank Acharya

Atidan Tech. – 3.5 Lacs
139  Nevil Chaniyara

Sanmar – 4 Lacs
140  Yash Suchday

Searce Inc. – 4 Lacs
141  Niralee Shukla

Argusoft – 4.5 Lacs
142  Jaykumar Dadhaniya
143  Poonamkumar Parekh
Amazon India – 7.2 Lacs
117  Kruti Bavishi
118  Harshal Davda

Primenumbers Technologies – 5 LPA
119  Khodidas Rameshbhai Gajera

Meditab Software – 3.6 Lacs
120  Riddhi Daftary
121  Vivek Khakhkhar
122  Ankita Suchak
123  Nidhi Kapadiya
124  Sneha Mehta
125  Neha Mehta

TSS Consultancy – 4.8 Lacs
126  Kashyap Vinodray Thakrar
127  Nishant Ramsingh Verma
128  Jasmin Atulbhai Raval
129  Smit Maheshbhai Machchhar
Matrix – 3 Lacs
169 Shivam Rajvir
170 Vishwa Maru

E – Tech – 2.8 Lacs
171 Heena Tulshidas Thanki
172 Bishnupriya Padhi
173 Mauli Kota
174 Yash Lodhiya
175 Yatharth Lakhani

Odoo – 2.75 Lacs
176 Shivam Rajvir
177 Vishwa Maru
Chandarana Intermediaries Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
190  Bhautik Dholaria
191  Jay Harsoda

Marwadi Shares & Finance Ltd. – 3 Lacs
192  Sahil Mehta
193  Savan Kansagara
194  Milan Boghani

Impetus Prolific – 2 Lacs
195  Nilesh Pitroda

Classic Soft
196  Hitarthi Bhola
197  Akshay Dudhagara

Montecarlo
198  Deep Adhia
199  Aditya Patel

for more information visit: https://www.marwadiuniversity.ac.in/placement/
“The best part of Marwadi University for me was my faculty members from Automobile and Mechanical Dept.

Marwadi University provided me the first step towards the Indian Navy. My schooling from S.N.Kansagra School and graduation from MU groomed me and instilled Officer like Qualities in me that helped me to clear the toughest exam to get selected as an Officer. I heartily acknowledge my faculty members and placement team for this great achievement.”

Dushmantkumar Umakanta Das
B.E Automobile

“I feel blessed to be a part of Marwadi University. I am very thankful to Marwadi University for their support and help to nourish my skills through SIG & C2C sessions. My placement is a tribute to my parents & teachers for their support through out my life.Special thanks to the Placement Cell for helping me to achieve an offer of 9 Lac per annum.”

Deep Maheshkumar Ranipa
B.E Mechanical
“I completed my BE in Mechanical Engineering from Marwadi college in FOE1. I am from Anjar (Kutch) and the most valuable aspect of Marwadi University is its efforts for providing the best in the field of education and training. Moreover the placement department of the university plays a key role in providing the best and the most suitable companies for students. I got placed in BYJUS at the post of Business Development Associate. I am thankful to all respected faculties and placement members for all of their efforts.”

Yash Pankajbhai Gajjar
B.E. Mechanical

“I've been selected for World's best E-commerce platform – Amazon, with a package of 7.2 lac per annum. I'm very thankful to Marwadi University. It is a place where teaching goes beyond classrooms, provides lots of placement opportunities and make every individual industry ready.”

Kruni Bavishi
BE – Computer Engineering
Science puts in deep impact and has made a lot of efforts to make our lives more comfortable and meaningful. Attaining knowledge from experienced people under a well-established academic institution is the first step towards getting expertise in the domain of our interest.

Our science courses mainly focus on reasoning and providing in-depth understanding of concepts and everything around it.
Odoo – 2.75 Lacs
001 Nimesh Jethva

DPS – 2.4 Lacs
003 Richaben Naraniya

Oxygen Healthcare (O2H) – 2.4 Lacs
002 Nishaben Savsani
004 Umangkumar Pithadiya
005 Vibhutibahen Pithwa

Elsner Technologies – 2.6 Lacs
006 Akram Ansari
007 Tofik Teli

Cliantha Research Ltd. – 1.8 Lacs
008 Viraj Parmar
009 Ravikumar Chikani
010 Bhaveshkumar Dobariya

For more information visit: https://www.marwadiuniversity.ac.in/placement/
The 2 years full term MBA program at Marwadi provides the opportunity to gain a solid foundation in management education. We aim to prepare managers who are familiar with business environment, capable of operating efficiently across market responding to expectations of the companies conducting business.
BYJU’S – 10 Lacs
011 Dimple Naik

HFFC – 5.4 Lacs
012 Minaz Vhora

Pinclick – 4.68 Lacs
013 Idrish Makda
014 Smeet Trivedi

Talent Corner – 4.86 Lacs
015 Jay Ruparelia

Coca Cola – 4.25 Lacs
016 Harshil Madhani
017 Yashrajsinh Parmar

Saffron Lifestyle – 3.6 Lacs
018 Dhaval Mehta
Talent Corner – 3.06 Lacs
019 Vanali Parmar
020 Aarshkumar Vaidya
021 Hirva Goswami
022 Kruti Desai
023 Priyanka Shukla

Naukri.com – 3.5 Lacs
024 Darpan Vyas

Yes Bank – 3.5 Lacs
025 Jignesh Solanki
026 Hemanti Zala
027 Rohan Bhanushali
028 Pankaj Kareliya
029 Krupali Parmar

CBSL(Chola Business Service Ltd.) – 3.21 Lacs
030 Vivek Vacchani
031 Alpesh Parmar
India Shelter Finance Corporation Ltd. – 3 Lacs
032 Nayan Sagatheeya

Transport Mantra – 3 Lacs
033 Aakash Ganatra
034 Parvez Theba
035 Jinal Rathod

D'Mart – 2.75 Lacs
036 Jay Rathod
037 Hemal Dadhaniya

Fincare Small Finance Bank – 2.5 Lacs
038 Dimple Rathod
039 Tanvi Sarda
040 Bhavi Gandhi
041 Siddtharth Sheth
042 Niral Pabari
IndusInd Bank – 2.5 Lacs
043 Shubham Maniyar
044 Mital Arameshda

Gandhi Spices (Hathi Masala) – 2.4 Lacs
045 Kaushal Shah
046 Ruchi Dhorda
047 Soniya Jadav

Lomoso Solutions – 2.4 Lacs
048 Sagarkumar Kamani
049 Raj Sanandiya

Plusnet Communication Pvt. Ltd. – 2.4 Lacs
050 Mihir Kothari
051 Falguni Gondhiya
Trade India – 2.4 Lacs
052 Purvishaben Kathrotiya
053 Anjali Dave
054 Dipen Sindhav
055 Yatin Saparia

Tommy Hilfiger – 2.4 Lacs
056 Kinjal Kothari

VC ERP Consulting – 2.4 Lacs
057 Mansi Jani

AU Small Finance Bank – 2.3
058 Anish Gori

RBL Bank – 2.2 Lacs
059 Piyush Chouhan
060 Kruti Tarpada
RBL Bank – 2.2 Lacs
061 Janki Desai
062 Riddhi Pitroda
063 Vishwa Parekh

IIFL – 2.1 Lacs
064 Pratap Vaza
065 Shailesh Makwana
066 Vinit Mehta
067 Pratik Rathod

068 Div Chikani
069 Kajalben Adalja
070 Shreya Rokad
071 Nehal Meghnathi
Dashrath Silver Art – 1.8 Lacs
072 Rahul Raninga
073 Pooja Mehta

Global Logistics – 1.8 Lacs
074 Falguni Gondhiya

Platina Vitrified Pvt. Ltd. – 1.8 Lacs
075 Chintan Mehta

Raja Polymers – 1.8 Lacs
076 Smith Ranpara

For more information visit: https://www.marwadiuniversity.ac.in/placement/
Marwadi offers a 3 year full time MCA program to facilitate a multi-faceted and multi-dimensional growth of professional education giving them a clear vision of being a fountain head of new ideas and innovations in Information Technology.
Justdial – 4.5 Lacs
001 Farhin Vasaya

Simform – 4.5 Lacs
002 Mayur Chhapara

Craftbox – 3 Lacs
003 Shubham Visani

E – infochips – 3 Lacs
004 Ami Parekh

E – Tech – 2.8 Lacs
005 Maitri Mehta

Odoo – 2.75 Lacs
006 Haresh Kansara
007 Anshuman Sharma
008 Mohit Ghodasara
**Elsner Technologies – 2.6 Lacs**
009 Keval Padaliya
010 Hardikumar Ghodasara
011 Yogeshkumar Joshi
012 Mayur Chhapara

**Infinity Infoway – 2.5 Lacs**
013 Dhruv Vasani

**Hashcrypt Technologies – 2.4 Lacs**
014 Yogeshkumar Joshi

**Magecomp – 2.4 Lacs**
015 Vishalbhai Baraiya

**TSS Consultancy – 2.4 Lacs**
016 Sagarkumar Savaliya
Biztech IT Consultancy – 2.08 Lacs
017 Mayur Chhapara
018 Mohit Ghodasara (2.07 Lacs)
019 Flyaz Gogda (2.06 Lacs)
020 Parth Ajudiya (2.05 Lacs)

Tatvasoft – 2 Lacs
021 Madhuriben Tarapra
022 Hiren Bharathi

Sky web Technologies
023 Smit Ahya
023 Hiren Bharathi

Yudiz
024 Jay Parmar

Atul Motors
025 Krishna Gondaliya
026 Ishita Tanna
027 Jayesh Bhatt
**Aelius Technology**
060 Abhay Maheta
061 Divya Jora
062 Jagruti Bharani
063 Rupal Donda
064 Ashvini Kargathiya
065 Charmiben Kordiya

**Webdesk Solution**
067 Yash Majethiya
068 Rajpal Mahida
069 Bansi Vekariya
070 Akshaygiri Goswami
071 Devanshi Shukla

**Qtonz**
066 Harshida Ganatra

For more information visit: [https://www.marwadiuniversity.ac.in/placement/](https://www.marwadiuniversity.ac.in/placement/)
NURTURING STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL CAREERS

360 DEGREE EDUCATION MODEL
THE THREE STAGES OF HOW YOU ‘DISCOVER YOU’ AT MARWADI UNIVERSITY

Through the indigenously developed 360 Degree Education Model, the university takes ownership of making the students job ready. The structured program ensures that every student acquires the necessary soft skills and professional attributes that make them ready to roar from day one of their professional life.
Tier – I
It begins with Knowledge

Knowledge is both the ingredient and the recipe for success.

- The world is changing continuously. It only makes sense if the courses taught at the universities keep up with this change.
- A dedicated COURSE CURRICULUM BODY consisting of acclaimed Ph.D faculty keeps track of these changes to design courses for the present and future.
- The idea is to make the student job-ready and not just another graduate with a meaningless degree of outdated knowledge.
- Meanwhile, the faculties also undergo continuous development in terms of knowledge and industry trends. We call it the Faculty Development Program.
- Online learning through MOOC, Swayam, etc.

Tier – II
From Knowledge to Learning & Development

Turning a happy-go-lucky student into a thorough professional is a gradual process.

The Career Readiness Program has been chalked out to make this transformation process gradual, impactful and lasting.
Dedicated 3 hours per week per student

Every student goes through a detailed ‘Skill Assessment Test’ to determine their overall Employability Index.

Depending on individual assessments, students are put through an extensive phase-wise learning and development program so that they are properly trained before appearing for campus interviews or stepping into the entrepreneurial arena.

In the first year itself, each student passes through two important programs:

- Campus to Career Program
- Special Interest Group

Special Interest Groups for higher order learning

Share your interests and passions with fellow students across the university!
Tier – III
Learning to Learn - Towards a fulfilling life

During the final stages, the students are prepared for the life that awaits them once they step outside the campus with their degree in hand. The mentors prepare the students for life with managerial, leadership and other important skills.

**Yoga & Meditation**
Persistence, Self-reliance, Endurance, Mental Growth

**Sports**
Mental and Physical Development
Teamwork and Network

**Motivation**
Commitment & Ethics

**Languages**
English & Foreign

**Cultural Clubs**
Cultural Presentation: Modern Traditions
Clubs, Performing Arts & Hobby Clubs

**Social & Traditions**
Morals & Responsibilities

**Psychology**
Counseling (Professional & Personal)
The EMC Academic Alliance program offers an unique “open” curriculum-based education on technology topics such as “Cloud Computing”, “Big Data Analytics” and “Information Storage and Management”. All necessary courseware trainings are being offered by the company.

National Association of Software and Service Companies (NASSCOM) is the industry association for the IT-BPM sector in India. Marwadi University is associated with NASSCOM to train students on basic foundation skills to help enhance employability and also to make students industry ready.

CISCO Networking Academy to train the students to learn the concepts of Computer Network and prepare them for the International Certification.

For establishing “Research Park for Advanced Automation Technologies”

Local Infrastructure Service Provider to TCS for various online examinations conducted by TCS.

Institutional partnership with NSE.iT Ltd., a 100% subsidiary of National Stock Exchange for conducting online examinations during weekends.
Mission 10X chose to enhance the Graduate Engineering Attributes. This association will bring Deeper Learning, Communication Skills and Team Work in MU students.

IBM Career Education Program bridges the gap between aspirations of students and demand of industry. This association brings together the current software content, real world industry experience, hands on laboratory courses and best industry practices together.

Rexroth Bosch Group

For establishing “Centre of Competence in Automation Technologies” in the campus of Marwadi University – Faculty of P.G. Studies & Research in Engineering & Technology, Rajkot.

To enable educational institution to deliver Oracle training to students in their campus and extend opportunities to impart Oracle certified training at an affordable cost.

Cyberoam

The MoU of Marwadi University and CYBEROAM will mean that students of Marwadi will get free and exclusive access to Cyberoam’s knowledge base, designed for Cyberoam Certified professionals.

To conduct of online examinations for CMAT (Common Management Admission Test). This exam is being conducted by ATTEST on behalf of AICTE.
**BYJU's**

Our association with the Marwadi University has been very fruitful. We have been able to pick out some very capable and confident students for our company. We are very impressed by the hard work that has been done on these students by the teachers. We would love to come back here for placements again.

---

**Envestnet Yodlee Infotech**

We have had a long association with the Marwadi University. The quality of candidature we find at this University is outstanding. The candidates had a very thorough knowledge and displayed excellent communication skills. We are glad to be associated with the Marwadi University.

---

**Meditab Software (India) Pvt. Ltd. – Recruiter**

We have sourced some very good candidates from the Marwadi University. We were amazed by the immense talent and skills these students possess. Not only the students we were very impressed by the quality of education and training the institute has provided them. The students were confident and very well prepared for the interviews. We wish to congratulate and wish luck to all the students for their future.
Mindz Ignited Session with Industry Experts

Marwadi University organized Mindz Ignited (MI) Session with the Industry Leaders from Gionee Mobile, TED Conference, iAugmentor and Zenith Vipers. Leaders, who have carved their own paths and have taken the road less traveled, shared their stories of success and failures.

Pratik Marwah Co-Founder
Gaurav Gupta Ambassador
Deepika Singh Director Communications
Yuvraj Bhardwaj Yashraj Bhardwaj Co-Founder Co-Founder

Expert Talk

Mr. Michael R. Gosz
Vice President for Enrollment Associate Professor of Mechanical & Materials Engineering from Illinois Institute of Technology for Expert talk and Seminar at Marwadi University.

Mr. John F. O. Bilson
Dr. John F. O. Bilson (Dean, Stuart School of Business, Professor of Finance & Program Director of M.S. Finance Graduate Program) from Illinois Institute of Technology delivered an expert talk and seminar at Marwadi University.
Marwadi University has an impeccable track-record of alumni being placed in some of the most renowned companies in the World. Their success stories are an inspiration to many who join Marwadi University. Our alumni also provide a great support to our students when it gets to industrial training & exposure, internships and counseling.
MU is the perfect place where you have the best infrastructure, good environment and a healthy faculty team. We had training class for aptitude, group discussions, debates, mock interviews that really helped during our placement drives, for which I’m sincerely thankful to MU.

Steffi George
Programmer Analyst

Education quality & infrastructure makes MU different from others. The placement is truly remarkable as students get placed in LG, Zensar, IBM, Cloud–That, Reliance and many more. It is because of the support of MU that I got placed in a renowned company.

Meet Ramani
Software Engineer

I was placed in IBM through Marwadi University. Placement cell of MU has provided the best in class training which includes polishing of soft skills, resume writing, aptitude preparation and many more. You people are doing awesome work.”

Bhakti Shah
Software Developer
Entrepreneurship & Startup has offered an opportunity for youth to set up their own business. It corresponds to employment generations and contributes in creating jobs, economic growth, social condition and environment.

**Entrepreneurship Development Cell**

- **Vision:** An ecosystem to promote and preserve the entrepreneurial spirit among youth for a better tomorrow.

- **Selecting business as career option:** Event organization sessions like Entrepreneurs interaction, Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp, Expert Lectures, Workshops and Demos.

- **Short term course** “Family Business Management” for entrepreneurs in association with Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India, Ahmedabad.

- **Encourage students to participate in Government of India flagship programs** like “Start up India”, “Stand-up India” and “Make in India”.

**E-cell Handholding Support Services to set up Business**

- Creation of the Entity
- Filing of Udyog Aadhaar, Patent etc.
- Providing Common Facilities
- Preparing Project Report
- Guidance of Subsidy/Assistance
- Getting Land, Shed and Utilities

- Acquiring Machine & Equipment
- Technology Flow and Adoption
- Obtaining Various Registrations
- Marketing Linkages
- Management Consultancy

**Global Entrepreneurship & Innovation**

International workshop at Hubli, Karnataka

Jaimin Vora  Divya Nikum
Jagruti Yatra 2016

Madhav Patel

A sponsored student who participated in national train journey that will take 8000 kilometers journey across the length and breadth of India to create awareness and start a movement of “Building India through Enterprise”

Business Counseling Cell

To solve students business related queries by ‘The Centre for Entrepreneurship Development’ – a Govt. of Gujarat organization.

Startup Incubation Center

- Dedicated 10,000 sq. ft. infrastructure
- Focus on technology driven innovations
- Startup policy
- Funding support
- Mentorship Support

Skill Development Center

- Marwadi University believes in Prime Minister of India’s vision that millions & millions of Indian youth should acquire the skills, which could contribute towards making India a modern country and support flagship programme “Skill India”.
- Skill Development is the shared responsibility and for that Marwadi University has an aim to train students/unemployed youth/existing employees in different certificate programmes to enhance their skill & knowledge
- As per the industry need and demand university is ready to offer various certificate courses to the students to become industry responsive and readily employable.
- Started certification courses in Automation Sector.
DISCOVER NAAC A+ RATED EDUCATION

Quality in education doesn’t come easy! If it comes, it comes at a premium cost. Marwadi University was founded to provide education that is much higher, better and useful than what is being already provided by other major institutions while being affordable at the same time. This objective is being fulfilled on a continuous basis by the entire team at the university. But how do you make sure if your child is getting the quality of education that is being claimed by the university? More importantly, why should you choose Marwadi University based on its NAAC A+ accreditation?

The answer is simple! **NAAC A+ Accreditation stands for excellence!**

Why does this accreditation matter?

NAAC- National Assessment and Accreditation Council is the *country's highest accreditation council set up by the Government of India* in 1994. It is an autonomous organization under Ministry of Human Resource Development and UGC (University Grants Commission).

Since then, NAAC has been the quality eye of the GoI for evaluating the country's higher education institutions on the basis of many criteria that impact the education being provided by the institutions, directly or indirectly.

Every university and educational institution has to go through this procedural and operational accreditation process compulsorily, based on which they are provided a grade. This grade is a reflection of the quality of education they ultimately dish out to the students.

Marwadi Education Foundation was graded with a glorious 3.51 on a scale of 4 to achieve the A+ Grade.

Only 4% of the total educational institutions in India are accredited with NAAC A+ Grade.
What does the A+ grade mean?

A+ Grade signifies the institution’s superior quality in:

- Teaching Methodologies
- Learning - Teaching and Evaluation
- Research, Innovation and Extensions
- Infrastructure and Learning Resources
- Student Support and Progression
- Governance, Leadership and Management
- Institutional Values and Best Practices

The process of getting accredited by NAAC

Getting NAAC accreditation is a very rigorous process that involves the preparation of Self-study Report which is written in three parts:

- **Part I**: Profile of the institute
- **Part II**: Criteria-wise Inputs
- **Part III**: Evaluative Report of the Department

A 3-member committee from NAAC visited the campus and went through every major and minor detail along with a 365 slide detailed presentation for this process. From a detailed curriculum presentation to providing an account of the food served at the canteen, the team analyzed and evaluated every aspect of the university.

**What are the benefits of NAAC accreditation?**

- Start-ups by MEFI GI students preferred for funding
- An edge over other university students
- First choice of international companies for placement
- Ease in foreign education for further studies

**AN A+ GRADE DOESN’T COME EASY!**

It has been made possible through the foundation’s vision, determination and long-term thinking.

This A+ Grade is a testimony of the success of the continuous accumulated efforts of the foundation to deliver world class education in Gujarat at affordable cost.